DEFINITIONS	' M5
thinking, and is not repressed from consciousness only in
so far as it fits in with the intellectual associations.
It is important to distinguish abstract feeling from
ordinary concrete feeling. For, just as the abstract concept
(v. Thinking) does away with the differences of the things
embraced in it, so abstract feeling, by being raised above
the differences of the individual feeling-values, establishes
a * mood ', or state of feeling, which embraces and therewith
abolishes the different individual values. Thus, just as
thinking marshals the conscious contents under concepts,
feeling arranges them according to their value. The more
concrete the feeling, the more subjective and personal the
value it confers; but the more abstract it is, the more
general and objective is the value it bestows. Just as a
completely abstract concept no longer coincides with the
individuality and peculiarity of things, only revealing their
universality and indistinctness, so too the completely
abstract feeling no longer coincides with the individual
instant and its feeling quality but only with the totality
of all instants and their indistinctness. Accordingly, feeling
like thinking is a rational function, since, as is shown*T)y
experience, values in general are bestowed according to the
laws of reason, just as concepts in general are framed after
the laws of reason.
Naturally the essence of feeling is not characterized
by the foregoing definitions: they only serve to convey
its external manifestations. The conceptual capacity of
the intellect proves incapable of formulating the real
nature of feeling in abstract terms, since thinking belongs
to a category quite incommensurable with feeling. In
fact, no basic psychological function whatsoever can be
completely expressed by any other one. This circumstance
is responsible for the fact that no intellectual definition will
ever be able to render the specific character of feeling in
any adequate meastire. The mere fact that feelings are

